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 “Biznavigator” is a key client brand launched by China Telecom against 
transformation and a major growth point for the development of China Telecom in the 
future; therefore it has great significances to do well in the construction of 
“Biznavigator” brand. It has been proved by practice that creation of a successful 
brand is indispensable to highly efficient marketing communications, particularly in 
an age of product homogeneity, high quality of a product can not guarantee fast 
selling of the product, so only a brand image set up through integrated marketing 
communications (IMC) can root deeply in people’s mind forever. This essay firstly 
makes analysis on the development status of “Biznavigator” in China from four 
aspects such as the product system, marketing strategies, operation mode and 
competence of “Biznavigator”; then deep analysis is made to the brand connotation of 
“Biznavigator” and relevant thoughts for implementing IMC and the implementing 
process of IMC via brand theories and the modes of IMC and meanwhile, it is 
planned to point out problems existed in the IMC of “Biznavigator” of China Telecom 
and corresponding proposal will be provided in combination with the working 
practices of the writer. 
“Biznavigator” integrates the implementation of marketing communication, thus 
further highlighting the brand features of “Biznavigator”. Furthermore, it integrates 
industry chain resources, thus motivating the enthusiasm of the members in the 
industry chain. By focusing on brand positioning of “Biznavigator”, aiming at 
different communication environments and different target audiences, and 
communicating with consumers in different modes, “Biznavigator” has set for itself a 
significant position in the heart of consumers, established the brand preference of 
consumers for “Biznavigator”, and facilitated the increase of incomes of China 
Telecom. To conclude, the implementation has achieved initial results, but there are 
still some deficiencies, e.g. the brand publicity is yet to be more influential, the 
performance of brand establishment not satisfying, the brand awareness and 
professional competence of the marketing team need to be upgraded to a new level, 
the lack of communication with members in the same industry chain, etc. All these 
need to be further improved.   
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第一章  导  论 
 1
第一章  导  论 
第一节 “商务领航”的研究背景 
一、电信业行业背景 


























































题。瞄准这个时机，中国电信集团于 2004 年 12 月确定了“从传统基础网络运
营商向现代综合信息服务提供商转型”的战略。 
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